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IF EASttERNERS ARE ILLOGICAL
WHEN REASONING, THEN WHAT
DOES ttHIS MEAN?

月′Юsわ′yamσ

People's naiVe theory

Many Japanese have concerns that they may be more illogical thinkers thanWest-

erners (e.g., Nakamura, 1985).There are two possible rationales for their concern.

The fust and biggest one is the phantom of white suPremacy and socid Darwinism

in the 19th century.The ground for white supremacy is the historicd fact that it
was neither Asian nor African countries, but Western countries that held hegemony

over the world in the 19th century. Many people believedWesterners were more

intelligent than other peoples (e.g., Said, 1978).Their belief was reinforced by the

notion of social Darwinism. It is a general name given to various theories that

apply biological concepts of natural selection and survival of the fittest to social

sciences.According to this, theWestern civilization and culture are the most devel-

oped through natural selection and survival of the fittest. Even though contempo-

rary Japan is a high-tech country, many Japanese believe it was achieved by their

imitation ofWestern industry products.They are still not confident that Easterners

including Japanese are as intelligent as'W'esterners.

Although cultural relativists (Boas, 1911) seriously criticized white supremary

and social Darwinism, the ideas still haunt like a phantom.We regard culture as a

hypothetical construct to explain people's behavior as well as to describe social

patterns. Cultural relativists argued that there was not an absolute principle on

which culture or civilization is advanced, and each cultural group has its own value

system to determine the goals of the group members (Benedict, 1934; Boas, 1911).

According to such authors, the standard of social Darwinism that'Western culture is

the most advanced was designed by'Westerners, and hence this standard cannot be

applied to other cultures.Although cultural relativism opposed the racist prejudice

that Asians and Africans were inferior Peoples, it has been regarded not as a scien-

tific proposal but a politicd claim.
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The second reasonJapanese people may see themserves as ress logical thanwest-
erners is the latest results ofscientific cross-cultural studies that Easterners are less
likely to do rule-based thinking thanwesterners (Norenzayan, Smith, Kim, & Nis-
bett, 2002; Peng & Nisbett, 1999). Researchers do not argue that Easterners, includ_
ing Japanese, are more illogical than Westerners in the strict sense. However, their
message is not accurately transmitted to the mass media. people who read popular
lay articles on these issues seem to easily maintain a belief that Easterners are illogi-
cal. Later, I will introduce the results of scientific, cross-cultural studies on thinking
and the explanations for the difFerences in thinking style, and add our latest research
and interpretation in this chapter.

Easterners' dialectical reasoning

The results ofcross-cultural studies that Easterners are less likely to do rule-based
thinking may be scientific grounds for the aforementioned phantom. However,
I will argue that they do not support the phantom. Norenzayan and colleagues
(2002) conducted the first scientific cross-cultural study on reasoning. They
reported that, when being asked which one of two groups a rarget was similar to,
Americans focused more on a single properry for grouping, *h"r.r, Asians did
not. Americans preferred rule-based reasoning focusing on a single properry that
was common to both the target and the group members, whereas Koreans pre-
ferred similarity-based intuitive reasoning so that the target and the group mem-
bers showed family resemblance. This tendency was confirmed by their other
experiment, on categorical inference. For instance, Koreans accepted the conclu-
sion "all penguins have an ulnar artery" from the premise..all birds have an ulnar
artery" less than Americans. Their participants were completely unfamiliar with
ulnar artery' hence their cues were the terms of "bird" and "penguin.,, Koreans
took the fact that penguins are not rypical birds into consideration.yama and col-
leagues (2010) also reported'westerners'tendencies in rule-based inference.we
investigated cultural dif[erences in hindsight bias, which is the tendency ofpeople
to overestimate their abiliry to have predicted an outcome that could not possibly
have been predicted. choi and Nisbett (2000) had already reported that this is
greater among Easterners than amongwesterners.yama and colleagues reported
that that British and French people showed less hindsight bias, seemingly for their
preGrence for rule-based thinking: they preferred not only a rule in ih. for* of
an indicative conditional, but a general rule to describe the world when estimat_
ing the probability of a consequence.yama and colleagues (2010) proposed that it
was because'westerners were more likely to use a rule for the p..di.rio., without
knowing the outcome.

These results may suggest that Easterners, including Japanese, are ress logicar
thinkers than westerners, and may revive the phantom, as they describe Easterners,
thinking as just as intuitive or non-rule-based. However, some studies argue that
the essence of Easterners'thinking is dialecticism. Dialecticism can be defined in
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different ways, but its philosophical concept is that the world consists of oppo-

site but not necessarily opposing ideas or concepts that, when put together, either

negate each other or synthesize into a whole. Peng and Nisbett (1999) had already

found that the thinking sryle of Chinese wes more dialectical than that ofAmeri-

cans.They conducted several cross-cultural experiments to comPare Chinese with

Americans. For instance, Chinese were less sensitive to and were more accepting of
contredictory proverbs than Americans, with contradicrions such as "too humble is

half proud," for instence. Furthermore, they demonstfated that Chinese participants

rated their agreement with Wvo contradictory statement5 more moderately when

both statements were presented together than when either was presented individu-

ally.This trend was not observed in the data ofAmericans,The results indicate that

Chinese afe more likely to take the middle way when they encounter opinions that

are contradictory ofeach other.

Contrary to the phantom, dialectical thinking can be viewed as a higher-level

style of thinking. According to Hegelians, dialecticism is defined as an inference

in which a synthesis is inferred from a thesis and its antithesis. Thus dialecticism

is expected to produce a higher-level conclusion where opinions contradict each

other. In contrast, propositional logic does not allow contradiction. Furthermore,
piaget (1980) assumed that humans acquire a dialectical thinking style to deal with

complex problems after the operational stage. In other words, dialectical thinking is

also thought of as a higher level of processing within the frame of cognitive devel-

opmenr. Riegel (1973) expanded Piaget's theory to caPture human development

after the peak of rion-contradictory thinking in formal operations. He argued that

people need mature wisdom to think dialectically, in order to solve complex prob-

lems in the real world when they become adults.

In turn, then, do Easterners have a higher-level thinking style? The answer is

also no. Rather, Peng and Nisbett (1999) and Spencer-Rodgers,Williams, and Peng

(2010) assumed Easterners' dialecticism to be narve dialecticism, which represents

the following three asPecs.

(1) The principle of contradiction: Because of the interconnectedness of things,

and the ever-changing world, paradoxes and contradictions constandy arise.

Two opposing propositions may both be true, and opposites are only apparent.

Consequently, people may believe that the truth is always somewhere in the

middle. Hence they may take a middle way when they encounter two oppo-

site opinions. However, the middle-way resolution is not necessarily a higher-

level synthesis and in this way, narve dialecticism is different &om Hegelian

dialecticism.

(2) The principle of change: The universe is in flux and is constantly changing,

and so the concepts that reflect it must also be fluid.Apparent stability is a sig-

nal oflikely change.

(3) The principle of holism: Nothing exists in isolation, and everything is con-

nected to other things.
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Spencer-Rodgers, Boucher, Mori,Wang, and Peng (2009) supported the claim of
Peng and Nisbett (1,999).They reported that Easterners have a more dialectical
self-concept than'westerners.They used a questionnaire that they named the Dia-
lectical Self Scale. It includes statements such as "'when I hear two sides of an
argument, I often agree with both," and thus the authors propose that it measures
peoplet attitude toward dialectical thinking, including the tendency to agree with
opposite statements. Spencer-Rodgers, Peng,'Wang, and Hou (2004) also reported
Easterners' tendency toward dialecticism. They found that chinese people gave
more conflicting responses in self-evaluations than Americans. For instance, chi-
nese respondents'self-evaluations were more likely to be both positive and negative
than those ofAmericans.

However, the result that Easterners were more likely to take a middle way
(Peng & Nisbett, 1999) has not been replicated. Mercier, Zhan, Qu, Lu, andVan
der Henst (2015) conducted a replication of Peng and Nisbett (1999) with French
and chinese participants. But neither group took a middle-way resolution when
con&onted with a pair of contradictory statements.Van der Henst, Mercier,yama,
Kawasaki, and Adachi (2006) and Mercier, Yama, Kawasaki, Adachi, and Van der
Henst (2012) found that neither French norJapanese participants took a middle-
way resolution when they received advice opposite to their own opinion. Both the
French andJapanese preferred their own opinion.We proposed that the tendency
not to be manipulated by others is evolutionarily adaptive and culturally universal.

Furthermore, Friedman, Chen, andVaid (2006) did not replicate the results of
Peng and Nisbett (1999) on contradictory proverbs, with Chinese and Ameri-
can participants. They added a question about whether each proverb was poetic,
and they found that when poeticality was co-varied out, dialectical proverbs were
liked better than non-dialectical proverbs across both stimulus sets by Chinese and
Americans alike. When wisdom was co-varied out, the effect of dialecticality was

reduced in both sets and groups. In short, Chinese preference for dialectical prov-
erbs was overestimated compared to poetical judgment.

In order to solve the problem, Zhang, Galbraith,Yama,'W'ang, and Manktelow
(2015) administered both the Dialectical Self Scale and an additional rating task

presenting pairs of opposite opinions to Japanese, Chinese, and British high school
and university students.We found that attitudes to dialectical thinking, as measured
on the Dialectical Self Scale, were higher amongJapanese and Chinese than among
British participants.This result confirmed the claim of Spencer-Rodgers and col-
leagues (2009).We also found the scores of university students were higher than
those of high school students. This indicates that the individual's attitude or view
of the world gets more dialectical during the development of adolescence, and

that this difference may reflect cognitive development in the post-operational stage

(Riegel, 1973). However, this last finding runs contrary to Spencer-Rodgers and

colleagues'(2010) claim that the Dialectical Self Scale measures only ruive dialec-

ticism, which is different to the higher-level dialectic thinking supposedly found
in the post-operational stage. Japanese participants also rated dialectical thinking
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as wiser than both Chinese and British (there was no significant difference in this

judgment between Chinese students and British studens). However, although the

Japanese and Chinese differed from British participants on dialectical attitudes, in

actual ratings of opposing statements, the Japanese tendency to think dialectically

was the weakest. These results indicate that Easterners may be more dialectical in

how they view the world than'Westerners, whereas they are not more dialectical

when they actually meet opposite opinions. Our other interesting finding was that

both the Dialectical Self Scale scores and the wisdom judgment scores were higher

among Japanese than among Chinese. I will discuss the differences berween Japa-

nese and Chinese in the next section.

How can Easterners' dialecticism be explained?

Westerners' onolytic cognition ond Eosterners'
holistic cognition

The contrast between'Westerners' rule-based thinking and Easterners' intuitive or

dialectical thinking is regarded, by Nisbett (2003; Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Noren-

zayat,200l),as a distinction betweenWesterners'analytic cognition and Eastern-

ers' holistic cognition. From a review of previous studies of cultural differences

in cognition, Nisbett and colleagues argued that'Westerners are more likely to

engage in analytic cognition, whereas Easterners are more likely to engage in holis-

tic cognition. According to Nisbett, East Asians developed an intellectual tradirion

emphasizing holistic, dialectical information processing, which is contrasted with

the European/North American intellectual tradition, which privileges an analytical

style of cognition.According to his definition, analytic cognition involves detach-

ment ofthe object ftom its context, a tendency to focus on attributes ofthe object

to assign it to a category and a preference for using rules about categories to explain

and predict the object's behavior. In contrast, holistic cognition has an orientation

to the context or the field as a whole, attention to relationships between a focal

object and the field, and a preference for explaining and predicting events on the

basis of such relationships.

This distinction can be further analyzed into four dimensiorx. First, in the

analytic style of cognition of 'Westerners, attention tends to be oriented to the

object, whereas in the holistic style of cognition of Easterners, attention tends to

be focused not only on an object itself but on the context in which the object is

embedded (Masuda & Nisbett, 2001). Second, it is shown that Easterners make

more situational attributions, whereas Westerners make more dispositional attri-

butions (Morris & Peng, 1994).The third factor emphasizes the usage of rules, u
mentioned in the former section.The fourth factor focuses on the perception of

change (Ji, Nisbett, & Su,2001).
According to Nisbett and colleagues (2001),Eastetnen'dialecticism is explained

in the frame of this distinction by using the cultural value dimensions that undeilie
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individualist culture and collectivist culture (Triandis, 1995). It is assumed that
'Westerners 

have an individualist culture while Easterners have a collectivist culture.
Analytic cognition is adaptive in an individualist culture where the individualt
goals are given priority over group goals. In contrast, holistic cognition is adaprive
in a collectivist culture. Group goals, such as keeping group harmony, are given
priority over personal gods in a collectivist culture, hence it is adaptive to pay

attention not only to the object itsef but its contextual information in order to
maintain the harmony of the collective. It is particularly necessary that an indi-
vidual observes not only a target person but those who are related to the target
person, because the relation between the target person and other group members
can influence the entire harmony of this group. Furthermore,Varnum, Grossman,
Kitayama, and Nisbett (2010) have proposed an explanation at an individual level:
ftomWesterners'independent self to analytic cognition and from Easterners'inter-
dependent self to holistic cognition. It has been proposed that Easterners have a

stronger attitude toward sociability and interdependence than Westerners. Markus
and Kitayama (1991) connected the distinction of individualism,/collectivism to
nvo kinds of selves respectively.They argued thatWesterners have an independent
self, whereas Easterners have an interdependent self.According to them,Westerners
are more likely to view themselves as individualistic, egocentric, and discrete from
sociery whereas Easterners arre more inclined to view themselves as collectivistic,
socio-centric, and related to others or sociery.

Their explanation is compatible with the results of cultural priming (Kiihnen,
Hannover, & Schubert, 2001). Cultural priming is assumed to make either the
independent or the interdependent self more accessible. Both selves are accessible
to persons within a culture; shifts toward one or the other definition of the self
can be experimentally induced by priming the corresponding cultural orienta-
rion or meaning system. Kiihnen and colleagues reported that participants who
were asked to point out the differences between themselves and their friends
or parents (primed as the independent self) were more likely to process stimuli
unaffected by the context (analytic cognition) whereas those who were asked to
point out the similarities between themselves and their &iends or parenrs (primed
as the interdependent self) were more apt to engage in context-bounded think-
ing (holistic cognition). In short, the accessible self-construal affects the style of
cognition.

Explanotion bosed on culturol troditioi
Spencer-Rodgers and colleagues (Spencer-Rodgers et al., 2004, 2009, 20lO)
abandon the explanation based on the individualism,/collectivism distincrion but
emphasize the importance of cultural tradition. Spencer-Rodgers argues that the
contrast between Westerners' rule-based thinking and Easterners' dialectical think-
ing is distinct from the other dimensions of attention, and that Easterners'dialecti-
cism is not very strongly related ro Easterners'collectivism and the interdependent

■
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sele but is related to rhe perception ofchange in the cultural tradition ofEasterners.

As already mentioned, Ji and colleagues (2001) proposed that Easterners believe

that the universe is contradictory because it is always changing (and interesting,

the Dialectical Self Scale includes the item "I am constandy changing and am dif-

ferent ftom one time to the next").The perception of change makes it possible

for Easterners to easily find the resolution ofcontradiction, because one opinion

may be right sometimes but may be wrong at other times. In addition, a further

reason Spencer-Rodgers and colleagues do not assume the relation berween East-

erners'dialecrical thinking and their collectivist culture is that, although Latinos

are assumed to have a collectivist culture, they are not dialectical (Ma-Kellams'

Spencer-Rodgers, & Peng,2011; Spencer-Rodgers et aI., 2004).These results indi-

cate that a collectiyist culture or an interdependent self is not an important factor

for dialectical thinking.
Spencer-Rodgers and colleagues (2010) focus on cultural tradition to explain

the cultural differences.According to them,Westerners' sryle of thinking is affected

by the philosophy of ancient Greece, whereas Externers' style of thinking derives

from the traditions ofTaoism, Confucianism, and Buddhism. Easterners'naive dia-

lecticism, including their folk belief, is rooted in the cultural concept of yin (nega-

tive aspects of the universe) and yang (positive aspects of the universe), which is

central to toism. It is used to describe how polar oPposites or seemingly contrary

forces are interconnected and interdependent in the real world. It reflects the tradi-

tion of Chinese ontology that the world is constandy changing like the changes

between yin and yang,and is full of contradictions'

Easterners'folk belief is reflected in their attitude not to hasten to make final

judgments as shown by a proverb: A setback may turn out ro be a blessing in

disguise.This proverb was provided by the famous story of SdiWeng\ lost horse,l

which was in the Hulininzi, a classic Chinese book on philosophy that blends

Taoism and Confucianism. The folk belief that everything is changing is also

reflected in many classic tales and essays inJapan: the absence of permanence and

continuity, and the notion of impermanence. The tetrr. iffipennanelrce exPresses

the Buddhist notion that all of conditioned existence, without excePtion, is tran-

sient, or in a constant state of flux.This is sometimes interpreted as a caution that

the individual's life is mutable, and has appeared frequently in Japanese classical

literature.

The cwrent oJ the fiowing rivu iloes not cease, dnil yet'the water is not the satne watu

a before.Thefoam thatfioats on stagnant poob, now uanishing, nowforming, neuer

stays the same for long. So, too, it is with the people and dwellings oJ the wotld.

This passage is in the opening paragraph of Hdjdki.This was written by Kamo no

Chomei, who was aJepanese poet and essayist in the 13th century. His work depicts

the Buddhist concept ofimpermanence through the description ofvarious disasters

such as earthquake, famine, whirlwind, and conflagration in Kyoto.
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Difference in lQ?

One could argue that the biggest issue related to white supremacy and social Dar-
winism is that of IQ test scores. As mentioned in the former section, Easterners'

narve dialecticism is neither a higher-level dialecticism nor a sign of Easterners'

illogicaliry.We need one more point to kill the phantom from the 19th century.
Hence in this section, I will discuss the relation between this style of thinking and

IQ, to deny the belief of Easterners'intellectual inferiority.
Before arguing the cultural differences,let me discuss IQ test scores in the ftame

of cognitive architecture. According to general dual process theories (e.g., Evans &
Over, 1996; Stanovich, 2004), human cognitive architecture consists of the evo-
lutionarily current, analytic system (system 2), which makes ir possible to think
abstractly and logically with the support of large cognitive capacity.The evolution-
arily old heuristic system (system 1) is in charge ofevolutionarily adaptive cogni-
tion but sometimes causes human heuristic errors.The ability of logical thinking
IQ tests purport to measure (although see Stanovich, West, and Toplak's chapter
in this volume for a discussion of this) is supported by the evolutionarily current
analytic system.The cognitive capacity of the evolutionarily current analytic system

makes it possible to suppress the drive from the evolutionarily old heuristic sysrem.

Stanovich andWest (1998a, 1998b) demonstrated that the higher one's intellectual
score is, the more likely one is to follow logically correct prescripcions against the
cognitive biases created by the evolutionarily old system.

Lynn (2003) reported that Easterners'IQ scores are (at most) slightly higher
than those of 'Westerners. His report indicates no substantial cultural differences

appear in logical thinking competence. Hence, the source ofthe dif[erences in sryle

of thinking between'Westerners and Easterners is in inherited genes related to IQ.
Studies have suggested thatAGicans'IQ scores are lower than those of Europearx
and Asians, according to the summary of data (Lynn, 2003). One suggestion is that
this is because of the non-rich educational environment in the region ofAfrica to
the south of the Sahara Desert (see Nisbett,2009).

flowever, introducing the dual process theories, we face a problem: the cultural
definitions of analytic and holistic styles (Nisbett et al., 2001) appear to parallel

the properties of the two distinct systems of dual process theories. According to
dual process theorists, the properties ofthe evolutionarily old heuristic system are

implicit, automatic, fast, intuitive, contextual, associative, and so forth, whereas the
properties ofthe evolutionarily recent analytic system are enplicit, controlled, slow,

reflective, abstract, rule-based, and so on. Although the term dialeakal does nor
characterize the evolutionarily old heuristic system, the term rule-bwed does char-
acterize the evolutionarily current analytic system. Does this mean thatWesterners
use the evolutionarily recent system while Easterners use the evolutionarily old
system?

Yama, Nishioka, Horishita, Kawasaki, and Taniguchi (2007) proposed that cul-
tural dif[erences might be due to how people use the two kinds of systems. We



applied the dual process model of Stanovich and West (2003) to explain the cul-
tural differences in cognition, and appealed to its distinction between gene-installed
goals and meme-acquired goals in each of the two systems. A meme is a piece
of knowledge that reproduces itself and spreads through the culture, by analogy
with genes that replicate and spread through plant and animal populations through
breeding.We argued (Yama et d,.,2007) that the distinction between the rwo sys-

tems (systems 1 and 2) indicates differences in hardware, whereas the distinction
berween the gene-installed goals and the meme-installed goals shows differences
in software.Therefore, the gene-installed goals are culturally universal, whereas the
meme-acquired goals vary with culture and they indicate how humans use both
systems to be culturally adaptive. The cognitive capaciry IQ tests measure corre-
sponds to the gene-installed goals in the evolutionarily recent analytic system. In
contrast, the cultural differences between rule-based thinking and dialectical think-
ing can be in the meme-installed goals in the evolutionarily recent analytic system.
Depending on what a meme-installed goal requires of humans, they may take a sin-
gle rule (rule-based thinking) or plural rules (dialectical thinking) into considera-
tion. Their idea is compatible with one of the latest models of dual process theory
(Stanovich, 2009). It consists of three kinds of minds: the reflective, dgorithmic,
and autonomous minds. The evolutionarily old heuristic system corresponds to
the autonomous mind, and it is culturally universal.The evolutionarily recent sys-

tem is divided into the algorithmic mind and the reflective mind.The algorithmic
mind corresponds to the cognitive capacity that makes it possible for humans to
think logically and is strongly related to what IQ tests measure.The reflecrive mind
supervises the algorithmic mind and indicates how to use the capacity.The source
of the cultural effecrs on cognition is located in the process of the reflective mind.

Differences between Chinese and laponese

Focusing on the differences betweenJapanese and Chinese (Zhang et al., 2015),
I propose another explanation for cultural dif[erences. Zhangand colleagues (2015)

andYama (2016), although we do not reject all the explanations given earlier, have
pointed out another possible explanation for the cultural difFerences in cognition.
We invoke the distinction between'Westerners'low-context culture and Easterners'
high-context culture (Hall, 1976). Context is background knowledge - like com-
mon sense - that people implicitly share when communicating. People can utilize
context more in a high-context culture than in a low-context culture. In a high-
context culture, people pay more attenrion to context, and they give resolution of
contradiction by implicit assumption. For instance, when they try to understand a

proverb such as "Too humble is half proud," they may infer that the person who
pretends to be humble wants to show that he or she is very modest, and thus is

proud of his or her modest personality. The important point here is that Japa-
nese culture is higher-context than Chinese culture (e.g.,Wiirtz,2006). Linguistic
components such as subjects are more often omitted in Japanese sentences than
in Chinese sentences.The omitted components are recoverable by context in the

conversation,This means thatJapanese are expected to be more sensitive to context

and to use it than Chinese are.This may explain the differences in the Dialectical

Self Scale score and the wisdom judgment score betlveen Japanese and Chinese

(Zhang et a1.,2015).

Conclusion

My provisional conclusion is that Easterners may be dialecticd on how they view

the world including themselves, but they do not actually do dialectical inference

when they face opposite opinions.The dialectical thinking is not related to general

intelligence, which IQ tests measure.

Easterners'didecricism may be explained by the cultural tradition oflaoism, Con-

fucianism, and Buddhism. Easterners'folk belief is rooted in the cultural concept of
yin and yang. Farthermore, I added another explanation based on the distinction

between Westerners' low-context culture and Easterners' high-context culture.

The provisional theories are based on the results of cross-cultural studies com-

paring Easterners andVTesterners. I do not give a clear definition ofEasterners,but

I am referring here to the peoples influenced by Chinese culture: Chinese, Koreans,

and Japanese (East Asian). Researchers need to gather more data to investigate if
other peoples do dialectical thinking, and if they do, whether their dialecticism is

qualitatively different from Easterners'.

Note

I Sdi raised horses for a living. One day he lost a horse and his neighbor felt sorry for him,

but SEi didnt care about the horse, because he thought it wasn't a bad thing to lose a

horse. After a while the horse returned with another beautiftrl horse, and the neighbor

congratulated him on his good luck. But Sdi thought that maybe it wasnt a good thing
to have this new horse. His son liked the new horse and often took it riding. One day

his son fell of the horse and broke his leg. Because of his broken leg, he couldnt go off
to the wer, as was expected of all the young men in the area. Most of them died, but his

son could survive.
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